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October 20th
Rochdale (Away) 0-0Results Thus Far

August 8th
Wigan Athletic (Home) 2-0

August 15th
Millwall (Away) 4-0

August 18th
Crewe Alexandra (Home) 3-2

August 22nd
Walsall (Away) 1-2

August 31st
Southend United (Home) 2-2

September 6th
Burton Albion (Away) 2-1

September 12th
Scunthorpe United (Away) 0-1

September 19th
Chesterfield (Home) 1-0

September 26th
Bury (Away) 1-2

October 3rd
Shrewsbury Town (Home) 3-0

October 10th
Fleetwood Town (Away) 1-0

October 17th
Blackpool (Home) 0-0

October 24th
Swindon Town (Away) 2-2

October 31st
Peterborough United (Home) 3-2

November 3rd
Barnsley (Home) 4-3

November 14th
Colchester United (Away) 3-1

November 21st
Gillingham (Home) 4-1

November 24th
Bradford City (Away) 0-0

November 28th
Doncaster Rovers (Home) 2-2

December 13th
Sheffield United (Away) 0-1

December 19th
Oldham Athletic (Home) 1-1

December 26th
Port Vale (Home) 1-0

December 28th
Chesterfield (Away) 1-1

January 2nd
Crewe Alexandra (Away) 5-0
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Introduction







Barnsley

Heading into the season, Barnsley were seen as one of the
primary contenders for promotion in a division lacking
outstanding teams. Manager Lee Johnson had nearly taken
them from relegation contenders to the play-offs after his
arrival in the final third of last season and having made some
decent additions in the transfer market, everything was set for
Barnsley to at least challenge for a top six place.

Barnsley's season fell apart at the start of October, just after
they had beaten Gillingham 2-0, losing eight consecutive
league games which saw them sink into a relegation battle. It
wasn't as if Barnsley were playing particularly poorly during
that long losing streak, consistently falling on the wrong side
of lady luck.

The most obvious explanation is the sheer lack of experience
in Barnsley's squad, the oldest players currently are Adam
Hammill & Lewin Nyatanga at 27 years old. As we often see
at this level, having leaders in a team makes a big difference,
particularly in tight games. Barnsley look to be a side lacking
in leaders and combined with an inexperienced manager, the
worry is that the situation will only get worse.

Improvements since that awful run have been made, albeit
modestly. Re-signing Adam Hammill has proven a real
difference, as has the return from injury of Conor Hourihane.
They should have more than enough to stay up but this young
group of players needs to grow up fast.

Manager - Lee Johnson Key Player - Adam Hammill
Started the season as one of the most
promising young managers in the Football
League but a horrendous losing streak has
him fighting for his job with a fanbase
who have already lost faith in him.

Re-joined the club in November and
helped end a desperate run of form.
Winger with plenty of tricks and an end
product who should really be playing at a
higher level.

17th (Predicted: 4th)

Blackpool

It's no surprise really that Blackpool are struggling in the
bottom places of this division. Despite being one of the
relegated Championship sides and having a recent history of
Premier League football, Blackpool's off-the-field turmoil is
well-documented and has continued to send the club
spiralling dismally down the divisions.

In a sense, manager Neil McDonald has done well to keep the
Seasiders broadly competitive in this division. Having arrived
at the club with barely any first-team players on the books
and the club's negative reputation a significant barrier to
recruitment, that Blackpool currently have a vaguely coherent
first-team squad and playing style deserves some credit.

McDonald has his team resolutely organised, setting up in

almost every game in damage limitation mode. At times that
formula has proven effective, with Blackpool putting together
a few lengthy unbeaten runs thus far. Aside from the
impressive Brad Potts in midfield though, this is simply a
team lacking in quality over most areas of the pitch.

Prior to the start of the season, I fancied Blackpool to stay up
due to my suspicion that they may just have had slightly more
than enough about them to survive. It looks like it's going to
be a close run thing but Neil McDonald's brutalist set-up of
the side may well prove to be the difference between survival
and relegation.

Manager - Neil McDonald Key Player - Brad Potts
Former Sam Allardyce assistant and true
to his mentor, Neil McDonald has
attempted to build a solid, efficient team
amidst the chaos. Budget limitations are
really testing his managerial nous.

Former Carlisle youngster who has
offered energy and physicality to the
midfield since arriving in the summer.
Clearly a talented player on the rise who
has somehow ended up at Blackpool.

21st (Predicted: 19th)



Bradford City

Behind the pre-season heavyweights that were Wigan and
Sheffield United, Bradford City were seen as one of the
likeliest contenders to mount a serious challenge for
promotion out of the less well-moneyed rest of the division.
The combination of a squad that had mounted a memorable
FA Cup run last season that had been strengthened in the
summer, a manager universally popular within his own fan-
base and a remarkable season ticket sales drive, everything
seemed to be pointing towards a successful season for the
Bantams.

After a disappointing starting to the season, Bradford rose up
the table from October to early December was fuelled by a
near record-breaking run of clean sheets. The improved form
of Ben Williams in goal has played a big role, as has Phil

Parkinson's decision to pack the side with physical,
experienced campaigners.

It has become apparent in recent weeks though that Bradford
are just not quite good enough going forward compared to the
division's better teams, ranking amongst the lowest scorers in
this league. Phil Parkinson's game plan makes them abrasive
at times but they are often predictable to defend against
which has held them back from surging into the top six.

Considering the justifiably lofty pre-season ambitions, what
Bradford fans have witnessed thus far has to register as a
disappointment. They have been capable under Phil
Parkinson in the past of putting runs together but they
currently aren't much better than their current league position.

Manager - Phil Parkinson Key Player - Billy Clarke
One of the division's longest-serving, and
most popular within his own fanbase,
managers, Phil Parkinson has continued
his steady revival of Bradford this season
with a sturdy brand of football.

Whilst James Hanson is the focal point in
attack for Bradford, Billy Clarke supplies
the ingenuity in the final third to make
Bradford a less predictable side than they
can otherwise be.

12th (Predicted: 3rd)

Burton Albion

Burton were one of those surprise packages that many tipsters
saw coming. Promoted sides with an up-and-coming young
manager tend to be well-tipped due to the momentum factor
which Burton Albion and Jimmy Floyd Hasselbaink have
fully justified with an excellent start to the season.

My feeling pre-season was that Burton's lack of an out-and-
out goalscoring centre-forward would put paid to any
ambitions of a double-promotion, but thus far that has proven
to be only a mild interference. Burton's defensive solidity has
been the cornerstone of their success, considering the
personnel at their disposal, that defensive strength has been a
true vindication of Jimmy Floyd Hasselbaink's talent as a
manager.

Hasselbaink has of course left Burton in the past month and
been replaced by Nigel Clough, the man who led them to the
verge of promotion to the Football League. It's a sensible
appointment on paper but there is also the sense with Clough
that he builds sides with soft underbellies, something this
current Burton side don't appear to have at the moment.

Whether that means Clough will benefit from having a solid
platform to build from or that he will undermine
Hasselbaink's blue-print remains to be seen. It's been an
encouraging start thus far since Clough's arrival with the
solidity that Hasselbaink left still appearing to be there.
Given the position that Burton have already put themselves
in, it's hard to see them not making at least the play-offs.

Manager - Nigel Clough Key Player - Mark Duffy
Started the club's rise up non-league in an
11-year previous spell before moving on
to Derby County. Has struggled in the past
to produce consistent teams, this is a great
opportunity to prove his doubters wrong.

On loan Birmingham City winger has
been a constant threat for Burton in the
first-half of the campaign. Skilful and with
excellent set-piece delivery, keeping him
for the season is vital for Albion's hopes.

1st (Predicted: 14th)



Bury

Bury were another hotly-tipped side heading into the season,
having been promoted from the division below. Bury's
ostentatious summer transfer spending had caught the eye in
a division that appeared to have dropped a level or two in
quality from the previous season.

The goals of Leon Clarke and Tom Pope this season have
demonstrated just why Bury were expected to do so well but
that has been undermined of late by poor defensive showings,
especially away from home. The squad is horrifically
imbalanced, boasting more strikers than defenders and David
Flitcroft has struggled to settle on a consistent starting line-
up, suggesting that he's unsure how to restore confidence to
the side.

Bury are just a few points outside the play-offs, so there is no
need to throw the baby out with the bath water. Last season
Bury had been similarly leaky in defence for much of the
campaign before Flitcroft made a few important adjustments
in the final months during a late surge towards promotion,
proving that their manager does actually have a pragmatic
edge, one he's not showing at the moment.

One thing that Bury will certainly be able to do will be to
strengthen in the January transfer window and subsequent
loan market. That financial strength will be the club's added
advantage heading into the final months of the campaign.
Given the attacking talent in the side, not at least challenging
for the play-offs would be criminal.

Manager - David Flitcroft Key Player: Leon Clarke
Despite winning promotion last season
and starting the season strongly, Flitcroft
has come under increasing pressure from
Bury fans for the side's poor form over the
past few months.

Guarantees goals at this level. Physical
and also excellent positonally in the final
third, above all else though, he is simply
an ice-cold killer in front of League One
goals.

14th (Predicted: 6th)

Chesterfield

The knives were out for Dean Saunders on the very first day
of his appointment as Chesterfield manager. It signalled a
scaling-back of ambition at the club following Paul Cook's
very successful reign with the majority of that side sold off
and replaced by free transfers and loan players.

It seemed that the script for a dismal season was already
written, regardless of what Saunders actually did. Despite a
relatively strong start to the campaign, thrashing hotly-tipped
Barnsley on the opening day, fans quickly turned on
Saunders at the first sign that things were going wrong.

Saunders was sacked in November with the club in the midst
of an eight game losing streak, albeit sitting above the
relegation spots at the time of his departure. The club made

the sensible decision to appoint the experienced Danny
Wilson as his replacement and with their most recent result
being a 7-1 thrashing of relegation rivals Shrewsbury, the
early signs are pretty good.

Players like Lee Novak and Sylvan Ebanks-Blake in attack,
along with Sam Morsy and Jay O'Shea in midfield should
provide enough quality to see Chesterfield towards safety. It
has been a tempestuous season thus far with the club having
to almost completely rebuild the first-team squad. Safety
would be welcome for the Spireites at this point.

Manager - Danny Wilson Key Player - Sam Morsy
Former player returning to save
Chesterfield's season. Vastly experienced
manager at this level and would appear to
be a safe pair of hands to ease Chesterfield
through a difficult campaign thus gar.

Continues to be a class act in midfield
despite the departure of many of last
season's key players from the club.
Posesses a fantastic range of passing and
can hold his own physically.

18th (Predicted: 22nd)



Colchester United

Despite a poor start to the season, Colchester looked to have
learned some important lessons following years of struggle
with a four-game winning run in September. Tony Humes
had added genuine quality to his young squad in the form of
midfielders Owen Garvan & Callum Harriott and striker
Marvin Sordell.

However, that sense that things had finally changed for the
better at Colchester had proven premature. The U's quickly
reverted to type in losing their next three games by an
aggregate score of 10-3. By the end of Tony Humes' reign at
the club, it looked like they had even gone backwards from
last season with the team leaking an astonishing 59 goals in
their first 25 games, the next closest side have conceded 44
goals - 15 less.

Having so vehemently defended his manager on a regular
basis, it was a surprise when Colchester chairman Robbie
Cowling did eventually sack Humes in November. Cowling
tried his hardest to continue his policy of appointing
managers from within the club – one that has led to the need
for three consecutive final-day escape acts – before caretaker
Wayne Brown ruled himself out of the running and Kevin
Keen was appointed from outside the club.

Early performances were better under Keen but were
undermined by characteristic lapses at the back. Losing
Callum Harriott back to Charlton is a massive blow for their
hopes and it's looking increasingly unlikely that they'll
survive this time, although things have been similarly
desperate before and they've stayed up.

Manager - Kevin Keen Key Player - Callum Harriott
In his first full-time managerial
appointment and has a job on his hands to
save Colchester from the drop. First
priority has to be fixing a horrifically
leaky defence.

Pacey, direct and with an eye for goal,
Charlton loanee Callum Harriott has
terrorised opposing full-backs this season.
Has returned to his parent club, leaving
the U's lacking a spark going forwards.

23rd (Predicted: 21st)

Crewe Alexandra

Having somehow survived last season despite a disastrous
start to the campaign and having so consistently looked dead
and buried, Crewe's current season has been a near carbon-
copy of their previous one. Failing to win until their eighth
game of the season, Crewe somehow currently find
themselves in reasonable touch of the others in the lower
reaches of the division.

Manager Steve Davis set out this season to move away from
the defensive focus that had just about kept Crewe up in
recent seasons. However, that has generally meant that Crewe
have left themselves more open to the better sides in the
division, which has led to some absolute drubbings with the
defence making the same mistakes week-in, week-out.

The atmosphere around the club has become especially
apathetic this season and there is a growing number of fans
who would greet relegation as an opportunity to rebuild and
re-think after a difficult few years. There are young players in
this team who may one day be good but are being forced to
play too much football and there aren't enough experienced
players to help the side out in mess it's found itself in.

Perhaps Crewe will pull off another late survival act this
season but the club really has lost its sense of direction, and
those in charge are simply allowing another desperate
campaign to play out. It's sad to see really considering
Crewe's proud history but it is really looking like there will
be no last-ditch survival effort this time around.

Manager - Steve Davis Key Player - Ryan Colclough
Crewe have stagnated under Davis and his
overly-cautious tactics over the past few
years. Has managed to pull off unlikely
survival acts in the past few seasons but he
now looks to be running out of ideas.

The one homegrown talent at Crewe who
looks capable of playing at a higher
standard of football at the moment. Skilful
and willing to try things but also the
possesor of a questionable temperament.

24th (Predicted: 24th)



Doncaster Rovers

Amongst all my pre-season predictions, tipping Doncaster –
then managed by Paul Dickov of all people – for a top six
finish is the one I'm most annoyed with. In a division that
looked wide open, errant predictions were a danger but it was
out of fear of tipping Gillingham and ourselves that led me
saw me slot Doncaster in the top six as a safe prediction.

My thinking was that despite Dickov's limitations as a
manager, Doncaster's squad which looked a fairly strong and
had been strengthened with some good League One talents
such as Andy Williams and Richard Chaplow would be
strong enough to challenge regardless. As it has since
transpired, Paul Dickov's limitations as a manager
outweighed the talent he had assembled at his disposal.

Not only has Darren Ferguson shown how poorly Dickov was
doing with the squad, but he has made several astute loan
signings, particularly the impressive Everton duo Felipe
Mattioni and Conor Grant, that have really improved the side.
Nathan Tyson and Andy Williams are in top form at the
moment up front, Andy Butler and Craig Alcock in defence
are providing some abrasiveness, giving Donny a solid spine.

The confidence is really building through this side, more than
that there is a real sense of unit between the players, the
manager and the fans. Of the sides currently in mid-table,
Doncaster look to be the ones with the momentum to really
put themselves in the play-off picture. In a way I hadn't
anticipated, Doncaster should fulfil my pre-season prediction.

Manager - Darren Ferguson Key Player - Andy Williams
Replaced Paul Dickov in October and has
breathed life into what was a stodgy
Doncaster side. Doncaster are playing
much better football under Ferguson and
are rapidly building momentum.

A confidence player but when he's on
form, he's lethal at this level. Struggled
early on under Dickov but has well and
truly sparked into life since Darren
Ferguson's arrival.

11th (Predicted: 5th)

Fleetwood Town

With financial fair play forcing Fleetwood to scale back their
ambitions over the past year, this ambitious up-start club has
been in danger of losing the sense of intent that fired them up
the divisions. Graham Alexander though had led the club to
strong finish last time out with a humdrum squad, making it a
slightly surprising that the wheels did eventually come off
with a similarly strong squad this time our.

His replacement, former Sky Blues boss Steven Pressley, has
slowly found his feet at the club as he assessed the
capabilities of his new squad amidst a relegation battle. 4-0
and 5-1 wins at home over Burton and Swindon respectively
have shown that Pressley can get this squad scoring but
Fleetwood's inconsistency at the back has prevented them
from pulling away from danger.

It still feels like Pressley has yet to determine his strongest
starting 11 with several loan signings temporarily filling gaps
in the squad as the club prepares to make some important
January signings. There are probably too many inconsistent
players in this side currently to provide hope that Fleetwood
can evade danger, which is why this transfer window appears
so important for their hopes.

Thus far though, Pressley will probably be fairly content with
the progress the club has made in his first few months in
charge. It looks like Fleetwood will be flexing their spending
power once again over the next month and that looks like it
should give them the edge over their relegation rivals.

Manager - Steven Pressley Key Player - Conor McLaughlin
The ex-Sky Blues boss has made quiet
improvements to Fleetwood since arriving
in October. Has got the team scoring much
more than they did under Graham
Alexander but not on a consistent basis.

Northern Ireland international full-back
and probably the only player in
Fleetwood's squad currently who could
play at a higher level. Solid defensively
and an outlet going forward.

19th (Predicted: 18th)



Gillingham

This time last year, the prospects looked grim for Gillingham
in the final days of Peter Taylor's regime. They had an
ordinary squad that looked tired of struggling at the wrong
end of this division and League Two looked inevitable in the
short-to-medium-term. Taylor's sacking proved to be a
turning point at the club as they ended last season strongly
with new manager Justin Edinburgh carrying on that
momentum heading into this campaign.

Edinburgh made some smart additions in the free transfer
market over the summer but more importantly has coached a
group of young players into believing they belong in the
upper reaches of the division. Midfielder Bradley Dack has
embodied the recent changes at the club, the midfielder has
moved from looking like a decent prospect to one of the most

complete midfielders in the division.

Strong home form has been the bedrock of this excellent start
to the season for Gillingham. It has been their away form that
has held them back from completely walking away with the
division, losing away to all the three other sides in the top
four. It's been in those games that the inexperience in the side
has looked an issue.

Yet it's looking less and less likely that Gillingham will fall
away. They have rallied after every poor result and look to
have the required resilience to maintain a promotion
challenge. With key games against their promotion rivals at
the Priestfield to look forward to, Gillingham could well stay
the course.

Manager - Justin Edinburgh Key Player - Bradley Dack
Talented manager whose stock continues
to rise after lifting Gillingham into
promotion contention on limited
resources. Especially adept at getting the
best out of young players.

Technically gifted central midfielder who
is the fulcrum of this Gillingham side.
Both a goal-scorer and creator of chances
who has emerged as one of the division's
best midfielders this season.

2nd (Predicted: 7th)

Millwall

I saw Millwall as very much your typical relegated
Championship side who would struggle to shake of a losing
habit but eventually scramble themselves into a safe mid-
table position. I expected rookie boss Neil Harris to struggle
to reverse a losing mentality and possibly to be sacked at
some point in the first-half of the season. Thus far though,
Millwall are performing above my expectations for them.

Neil Harris has acquitted himself to the challenge of restoring
pride to the Lions reasonably by attempting to return to the
club's traditional values. Their home form has been strong,
aside from several heavy defeats, and at their best, Millwall
have been direct, physical and assertive in their play.

Young players such as Fred Onyedinma on the wing and

Aiden O'Brien up front have really come to the fore this
season, aided by experienced campaigners such as Lee
Gregory, Steve Morison and Jimmy Abdou. There is
certainly the quality to make the top six, but consistency has
been the biggest issue.

This is where Neil Harris' inexperience as a manager is
looking costly, which has spilled over into frustration at times
from the fans. A play-off challenge is eminently achievable at
this stage in the season but there is still the potential also for
the wheels to come off too. A mid-table finish probably
beckons for this side.

Manager - Neil Harris Key Player - Aiden O'Brien
Club legend who is attempting to restore
the club's traditional values by playing
physical, direct football and bringing
youngsters through. Making a decent fist
of it in his first managerial posting.

The forward has built on a promising end
to last season by emerging as a key player
in attack this time out. Energetic and with
a good touch in front of goal, he looks to
have a good career ahead of him.

10th (Predicted: 11th)



Oldham Athletic

Oldham are currently the team with the longest stay in this
division, having not budged since relegation from the
Championship in 1997. The way things are going at the
moment, Oldham may finally bring an end to one of the
longest tenures in a single division in English professional
football, via the trap door.

The summer appointment of Darren Kelly as a permanent
replacement for Lee Johnson, who had left the club in
February, was poorly judged. Kelly, who has since been
sacked by Halifax in the Conference, had never managed a
club before and looked out of his depth from very early on in
his reign.

Kelly was replaced by another rookie manager in David

Dunn and things have only improved slightly since then. The
two themes of Dunn's reign have been loans and draws,
which has given the feeling that Oldham are still waiting for
their season to begin in earnest.

This time last year, Oldham were competing for the play-offs
with much of that squad still at the club. There is a feeling of
apathy around the club that has spilled over from allowing
last season to peter out with the club's owners seemingly
happy to allow it to continue. Oldham look set to go down
with a whimper.

Manager - David Dunn Key Player - Liam Kelly
Has inherited a difficult job at a struggling
Oldham side. Has picked up a reputation
as a draw specialist and being overly
reliant on loan players. The brief this
season is to keep Oldham up.

Pure quality in the centre of the park for
Oldham with his ability to dictate the play
with his range of passing. Far too good to
be part of a side scrapping for survival in
League One.

22nd (Predicted: 23rd)

Peterborough United

Here's the trouble with making pre-season predictions in
football, the factors you use to judge the field rarely stay the
same for the entire campaign. None more so than at
Peterborough who look a completely different side thanks to
a change of manager.

Dave Robertson's permanent appointment in the summer was
surprising considering that the former academy boss had
shown already that he was out of his depth. That he was
allowed to continue spoke to a sense that the spark that had
once lit up London Road having well and truly faded.

The most shocking thing of all is that it took the appointment
of Graham Westley to rediscover that verve. A lot of the
credit has to go down to assistant manager Grant McCann

who started the revival in his caretaker spell as manager,
implementing a possession-oriented, free-flowing attacking
style of play. Westley has continued that work whilst
injecting some of that cynicism that made his Stevenage side
of old so horrifically effective.

The marriage between the beautiful football and the beastly
cynicism appears to be working remarkably effectively with
midfielders Jermaine Anderson, Marcus Maddison, Erhun
Oztumer and Chris Forrester looking like real class acts and
Conor Washington turning into an unexpectedly reliable
source of goals. Peterborough have come unstuck of late
against the better sides in this division which has slowed their
surge down but it's looking likely they'll be part of the
automatic promotion picture in the final months.

Manager - Graham Westley Key Player - Erhun Oztumer
Has reformed his past image by getting
Peterborough to play some wonderful
football. The cynicism still lurks
underneath but he may have found a way
to marry the two contrasting approaches.

Ex-Newcastle youngster who famously
made his Premier League debut last year
against Chelsea. Picked up by Port Vale
on a free, the keeper has been a stand-out
performer since his arrival in August.

6th (Predicted: 16th)



Port Vale

Port Vale have been trying to reign in their spending over the
past few seasons having spent over their means to end a long
stay in the fourth-tier. That scaling back of ambition
combined with a rookie manager in Robert Page did not look
like it would end well but it has proven much more effective
than I anticipated.

Page's Vale side are inconsistent but in the middle of League
One, it doesn't matter how inconsistent you are, as long as
you're capable of bouncing back from your poorer spells.
Vale have managed to counter-balance their poorer spells this
season with relatively decent ones. Page is working with a
fairly limited squad but is probably doing about as well as
could be expected of him.

Although they've lacked a regular goalscorer, former Crewe
forwards Uche Ikpeazu and Ajay Leitch-Smith have had
patches of good form which have helped Port Vale remain
safely ensconced in mid-table. Ghanaian winger Ebo Andoh
has been a real discovery this season, although he is now
injured for the rest of the season.

Elsewhere, Vale are a fairly solid side made up of
experienced pros, which perhaps explains why they've been
so resilient this season. There is still hope of making a late
dart towards the play-offs but I would say they're in more
danger of dropping into the relegation picture at this moment
in time. If they can remain in a mid-table position, it would
be a modest achievement considering the club's resources.

Manager - Rob Page Key Player - Jak Alnwick
Young manager still getting to grips with
his trade, leaving Port Vale a fairly
inconsistent side. Has done well to keep
them mid-table considering he had to deal
with a summer of budget cut-backs.

Ex-Newcastle youngster who famously
made his Premier League debut last year
against Chelsea. Picked up by Port Vale
on a free, the keeper has been a stand-out
performer since his arrival in August.

13th (Predicted: 20th)

Rochdale

This has been a less impressive campaign than last season's
8th place finish for Rochdale. Last season, Rochdale drew
just six games but they have already equalled that amount in
half the time this time out. Keith Hill is still doing a
remarkable job on such a limited budget but they are having
to adapt to losing their surprise factor.

Key players Ian Henderson and Peter Vincenti have been
slightly less effective this time out with teams more wary to
the threat the two offer up front. Although as Rochdale
showed in their recent dominant win away at Walsall, this
side can still trouble the very best teams in the division with
their awkward style of football.

Hill has continued his knack of polishing up rough diamonds

this campaign, bringing midfielder Donal McDermott out of
the footballing wilderness to decent effect and helping
Nathaniel Mendez-Laing become a more consistent
performer. Young talent from the club's academy also
continues to flourish with Andy Cannon and James Hooper
the next off the production line and the likes of Jamie Allen
and Callum Camps getting closer to the finished article.

Sitting in mid-table at this stage of the season is no disaster,
particularly for a club like Rochdale who are on one of the
division's lowest playing budgets. Like any side in mid-table,
a play-off challenge is still possible but it looks like
inconsistency will undermine that. Dale continue to over-
achieve on their modest budget and no team will be looking
forward to playing them.

Manager - Keith Hill Key Player - Ian Henderson
A legend at Rochdale who continues to
keep the club punching above its financial
weight. Has been a less impressive season
for Dale but they remain tough to beat and
play excellent football on their day.

The main source of inspiration in attack
for Rochdale, Henderson is often the
difference maker for the side. Like the rest
of the team, is enjoying a slightly less
fruitful campaign this time out.

9th (Predicted: 12th)



Scunthorpe United

Having been one of the bigger spenders, on wages at least, in
the summer transfer window, to be sitting in a low mid-table
position is a real underachievement at this stage for Mark
Robins' Scunthorpe side. They may have improved after a
poor start, but Robins' cautious approach seems to be holding
the team back from being able to string together a run of
wins.

Paddy Madden continues to bang the goals in from all angles
for the side but there is little genuine support from his team-
mates. The loan signing of Huddersfield forward Joe Lolley
looked to have addressed that matter before he was recalled
by his parent club in November, along with the towering
Murray Wallace at the back.

That it took loan signings to improve the side after a big
summer recruitment drive has to go down as an indictment of
Mark Robins' managerial ability. Too many of his signings
have either not addressed gaps in the squad or appeared
stifled by the manager's tactics.

Chairman Peter Swann has vehemently defended Robins
from criticism and backed his man in the transfer market. If
things continue as they have been, there will come a point
where even Swann will be lose patience with Robins. The
next few months are vital for Robins' managerial career if he
is to prove that he is anything other than a manager with a
limited period of effectiveness at a football club.

Manager - Mark Robins Key Player - Paddy Madden
Looked to be close to the sack in
September before a win over the Sky
Blues. Scunthorpe have continued to
underwhelm this season despite spending
relatively big in the summer.

Continues to demonstrate what a ruthless
finisher he is at this level. It has been
Madden's goals that lifted Scunthorpe
from danger early on but could do with
support from his team-mates.

15th (Predicted: 8th)

Sheffield United

Every season I write these previews and every year I am
convinced that it's finally Sheffield United's year. Once again,
this season looked to be the one where Sheffield United
would finally get their act together. A strong squad had been
strengthened and was now led by Nigel Adkins, thrice
promotion winner at this level.

Somehow, things have gotten much worse this season despite
all the prevailing factors in their favour. A heavy opening day
defeat to Gillingham was a sign that things hadn't changed for
the better despite the team putting together a decent run of
form in the few proceeding months. A shocking run of form
in November had Adkins on the verge of the sack.

Thanks to the over-spending of the Nigel Clough-era, Adkins

had little wiggle room in the transfer market and had chosen
to spend what little he had on experienced campaigners.
Those that have been brought in have underwhelmed, Billy
Sharp and Dean Hammond coming in for particular ire from
the fans, although the form of those respective players has
improved in recent weeks. Just like last season though, this
appears to be a squad with some big gaps in it to fill.

Adkins has been able to grind out a few results with this side
of late and given that there is a core of experienced
campaigners in the side, that may well prove to be the best
way forward. The Blades aren't in a terrible position to go on
and secure a top six finish but it has been a mediocre attempt
thus far to secure a long-awaited promotion..

Manager - Nigel Adkins Key Player - John Brayford
Looked to be a sensible appointment who
could lift the Blades out of their
bewilderingly long stay in the third-tier. It
hasn't quite gone to plan this season and
the pressure to sack him is increasing.

A hero of the club's FA Cup exploits two
years ago, the right-back has returned to
fitness over the past month and has
continued to demonstrate that he is far, far
too good for League One football.

8th (Predicted: 1st)



Shrewsbury Town

Life in League One has been tougher than many at
Shrewsbury anticipated after the club waltzed their to League
Two promotion last season. An opening day defeat to
Millwall at Fortress Greenhous Meadow signalled there
would be adaptation struggles, but manager Micky Mellon
has steered his way through the early choppy waters to keep
Shrewsbury just about above the bottom four.

The task was made much more difficult via the sales of key
players Connor Goldson and Ryan Woods in the summer.
Mellon has used the loan and free transfer market fairly well,
as well as tinkering with a few things tactically, but that has
also made Shrewsbury very inconsistent from week to week.

Losing 7-1 to relegation rivals Chesterfield recently has

reportedly put Mellon's job under pressure. Another blow has
been losing key creative influence Sullay Kaikai after he was
recalled by Crystal Palace. Although Mellon can't be blamed
entirely for the loss of key players, some of his transfer
activity was questionable and Shrewsbury have been
absolutely atrocious in certain games this season.

Whether Mellon lasts the season or not, it does look like it's
going to be a long, hard slog with a squad that doesn't really
appear to have too much attacking verve to it. There were
loftier aspirations at the start of the campaign but right now,
survival is the number one priority for Shrewsbury.

Manager - Micky Mellon Key Player - James Collins
Having led the Shrews to promotion last
season, Mellon has endured a more
difficult adaptation to life in League One
than expected. Has relied on the loans and
free transfer to keep Shrewsbury afloat.

The Coventry-born striker has continued
to demonstrate that he is a reliable
goalscorer in this division. The main issue
for Shrewsbury this season has been
ensuring he's had the right service.

20th (Predicted: 17th)

Southend United

Southend have gone under the radar this season, currently
sitting within touching distance of the play-offs having taken
six attempts to win their first game. Southend have achieved
this by being well organised, abrasive and having one of the
best keepers in the Football League within their ranks.

Phil Brown deserves plenty of credit for how he has rebuilt
his managerial reputation since arriving at Southend nearly
three years ago. Maligned as self-interested media personality
who was dining out on one good season at Hull City a long
time ago, Phil Brown has let the football do the talking in
proving his doubters wrong.

Of course, it helps that Southend have Daniel Bentley in goal.
The academy produced keeper is far too good for this level of

football and it has allowed Southend to ride out spells of
pressure in games and go on to nick something at the other
end. The rest of Southend's squad is fairly workmanlike but
they have enough about them going forwards to make
Bentley's heroics count.

Southend have lost their past two games, both at home, 4-0
and 3-0 which shows just why I don't think they're good
enough as a team to finish as close to the play-offs as they
currently are. A less remarkable second-half of the campaign
awaits and I suppose there's even the possiblity of becoming
one of those sides who drop into the relegation picture but I
think there's enough about them to avoid that.

Manager - Phil Brown Key Player - Daniel Bentley
Has seen Southend take to life in the third-
tier like a duck to water by playing an
effective and consistent brand of football.
Likes to tinker which often gives
Southend the surprise factor in games.

Has stepped up a level with consummate
ease, proving a widely-held suspiction that
he is a bit special. A commanding and
charismatic goalkeeper who is surely
destined to make it to the highest level.

7th (Predicted: 15th)



Swindon Town

Despite losing almost the entirety of the squad that took the
club to the League One play-off final last season, Swindon
actually started this season rather well, confounding the
expectation that they would be in for a rocky season of
transition. The Wiltshire club then suffered a horrendous
spate of injuries, confidence was lost and the team dropped
like a stone to the bottom of the division.

That poor run cost Mark Cooper his job, although it had long
been rumoured that his involvement with first-team matters
was remarkably light for someone styled as the manager. The
appointment of Martin Ling as his replacement had witnessed
an up-turn in results but his resignation just eight weeks after
arriving has tempered hopes that a late play-off run can be
achieved.

Although Swindon had lost a host of key players in the
summer, their squad had remained strong and was boosted by
the loan returns of influential midfielders Louis Thompson
and Ben Gladwin. Summer signing Fabien Robert has proven
a class act and combined with the return to fitness of striker
Jon Obika, Swindon were simply far too good to be
struggling at the bottom for an extended spell.

With that quality in the side, a late run into the play-off
positions is not out of the question despite the set-back of
losing Martin Ling. Getting the next managerial appointment
right is crucial in both continuing this improvement in form
and restoring some much-needed stability at the club.

Manager - None As Yet Key Player - Louis Thompson
The shock resignation of Martin Ling on
health grounds has caught Swindon off-
guard following a promising up-turn in
form. Ling leaves the club in a much
healthier position than when he arrived.

Box-to-box midfielder who rejoined the
club on loan having left for Norwich in the
summer. Ever since returning to match
fitness, his energy and goals from central
midfield have elevated Swindon.

16th (Predicted: 13th)

Walsall

Having waited patiently for years at Walsall to build a team
capable of playing attractive football, winning promotion and
on tight budget, this year finally looked to be the one where
Dean Smith's painstaking work came to fruition. Which is
what made Smith's decision to leave the club half-way
through the season a real surprise.

The club looked to be caught off-guard by the departure of
their talisman but used the interregnum period to carefully
pick the right boss to continue Smith's work. In Sean
O'Driscoll, Walsall have found someone who shares Smith's
footballing principles, has worked on modest budgets but
also has experience of winning promotion from this level.

That means that the likes of striker Tom Bradshaw,

influential midfielder Romaine Sawyers and promising
youngster Rico Henry should continue to flourish. Thanks to
the blue-prints that Smith has laid down, this is a versatile
squad with strength in depth and is fully capable of lasting
the course.

A recent poor performance at home to Rochdale where they
failed to register a shot on target has undermined what was
otherwise a very encouraging start to life under Sean
O'Driscoll. That showing will have to be rectified at the next
opportunity (which in the league is against Coventry City)
otherwise it puts the club in danger of blowing their best
opportunity in a long time to return to the Championship.

Manager - Sean O'Driscoll Key Player - Romaine Sawyers
Sensible replacement for Dean Smith
given a similar ability to build sides that
play attractive football on a small budget.
More willing to take risks which could
make the difference in the final months.

Has really blosomed this season having
previously been a talented but frustrating
enigma. A languid playmaker who has
really made things tick in the final third
for the Saddlers.

3rd (Predicted: 8th)



Wigan Athletic

The knives were out for Wigan this season after the club's 23
year-old chairman declared that they would 'smash' the
division. An opening day defeat to Coventry City and other
early struggles though suggested the club had grossly
underestimated the challenge of League One football, leaving
massive potential for the wheels to fall violently off as the
season progressed.

Gary Caldwell, in his first full season as a manager, was not
expected by many to last the course. He had made sweeping
changes to the squad and was trying to implement a
possession-oriented style of football. Eventually though,
Caldwell has found a way to play some decent stuff whilst
getting results and Wigan have gathered momentum as the
season has progressed.

Caldwell's endeavours have of course been aided by the sheer
financial power that Wigan have over the rest of the division.
That has allowed Caldwell to bring in a vast number of
players either permanently or on loan until he has found a
group of 11 players that work. On-loan Middlesbrough
winger Yanic Wildschut in particular has been far too good
for this division, although it's looking possible that he won't
stay past January.

Despite having improved as the season has progressed,
Wigan still look kind of stodgy and uninspiring, although
with a handy knack of scoring late goals. A play-off spot
should be easy to hang onto but automatic promotion appears
to be slightly beyond this side.

Manager - Gary Caldwell Key Player: Michael Jacobs
Has overcome a difficult start to the
season to implement a passing style of
football whilst getting results. With the
division's biggest budget, stands a great
chance of sealing promotion.

Has constantly this season been the player
that the Latics have turned to for
inspiration in the final third. A creative
and hard-working player with a great
attitude who is a class apart at this level.

5th (Predicted: 2nd)



Looking Ahead...





Stats
Goals Scored

Peterborough United1st 52 Bradford City22nd 24

Gillingham2nd 49 Crewe Alexandra23rd 23

Coventry City3rd 46 Blackpool24th 21
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Prediction Accuracy
Average Difference: 5.29

+6
+4

-3

Goals Against
Burton Albion1st 19 Shrewsbury Town22nd 42

Wigan Athletic/Walsall2nd 22 Crewe Alexandra23rd 44

Coventry City4th 24 Colchester United24th 59

Players Used
Swindon Town/Oldham Athletic1st 31 Gillingham22nd 22

Coventry City12th 25

Sheffield United/Peterborough United3rd 30 Burton Albion23rd 21

Barnsley4th 29 Walsall24th 20

-1

Bury/Wigan Athletic

0

-2



Ones To Watch - How Are They Doing?
Daniel Bentley

Club: Southend United
Position: Goalkeeper
Apps (Goals): 24(0)

It wasn't exactly a surprise to see Daniel Bentley step up to League One
with aplomb, the biggest surprise was that Southend too have made the
step up a level with ease. A confident and commanding goalkeeper with
excellent reflexes, he's the rare kind of keeper who at his very best can
completely shut up shop, akin to Keiran Westwood. Bentley's form this
season has maintained the already keen interest shown in him from
clubs in the Championship and higher, Southend's excellent start to the
season should be enough to convince Bentley to stick around until the
end of the campaign. He is a player who is destined to play at a much
higher level than League One.

Nathan Cameron
Although Bury's defending this season has hardly been top notch,
Nathan Cameron continues to be an important performer for the side at
the back. The last time Cameron played at this level, with the Sky Blues,
his performances were undermined by a certain degree of nervousness
and an inability to do the basics right, he is now a much more confident
performer two seasons later. The physical central defender has proven
himself to be a threat in the opposition penalty area, scoring three goals
already this season. The hype around him being linked to Championship
clubs last season may have proven to be over-eager but Nathan Cameron
can be pleased with the progress he has made thus far. Club: Bury

Position: Centre-Back
Apps (Goals): 23(3)

John Egan

Club: Gillingham
Position: Centre-Back
Apps (Goals): 24(4)

The star player at Gillingham this season has been Bradley Dack but it
has been John Egan's continued assured performances at the back which
have provided the platform for Dack to excel this season. A remarkably
calm presence in defence for someone of such limited experience, Egan
has picked up from where he left off last season in exuding quality for
Gillingham and has presented a threat from set-pieces too. Now that
there is a real chance of the Gills securing a return to the Championship,
the fear of losing Egan to a higher-placed club has receded. Whether
Gillingham pull off promotion this season or not, it's easy to see Egan
playing a level higher in 12 months time.

Alfie Mawson
In a Barnsley side desperately lacking experience and leaders this
season, it's hardly the environment for a young defender to flourish. To
that end, Alfie Mawson has acquitted himself since his summer arrival
at Barnsley fairly well. Physically strong, decent on the ball and even
capable of delivering set-pieces, Mawson has shown just what a multi-
faceted centre-back he is and what a great player he will soon develop
into. With Barnsley showing signs over the past month of being able to
steer themselves away from relegation danger, there is hope that
Mawson will come out the other side of a difficult start to the campaign
as a key player in the heart of their defence. Club: Barnsley

Position: Centre-Back/Defensive Midfielder
Apps (Goals): 23(3)



Ones To Watch - How Are They Doing?
Callum Reilly

Club: Burton Albion
Position: Central Midfielder

Apps (Goals): 2(0)

Having built himself up a reputation as being a promising youngster
after once making himself a starter at Birmingham City at
Championship level, it was a surprise to see Callum Reilly released by
the Blues and snapped up by Burton in the summer. With that reputation
in mind, I tipped Callum Reilly to establish himself at the core of a
Burton side seen as dark horses at the start of the campaign. Whilst
Burton have proven themselves to be much more than dark horses,
Reilly has struggled to get into the side. A lightweight box-to-box
midfielder, Reilly didn't really fit into Jimmy Floyd Hasselbaink's
system which called for two holding midfielders. The hope for Reilly is
that Nigel Clough's arrival will allow for greater opportunities.

Ryan Woods
Shrewsbury looked like they would just about keep hold of Ryan Woods
for this season before Brentford swooped in late-on in the transfer
window. The youngster was described by Shrewsbury fans as the
'Ginger Pirlo' for his excellent range of passing at the base of midfield.
After struggling initially to get onto the pitch at Championship level,
Woods has established himself as a starter for Brentford, operating
either in the centre of midfield or out on the right. His form over the past
couple of months has coincided with the West London club's up-turn in
form, recently scoring a stunner against Reading. With any luck, Woods
could be playing Premier League next season, 18 months after playing
in League Two.

Club: Shrewsbury Town (Now Brentford)
Position: Central/Right Midfielder

Apps (Goals): 5(0) - 20(1)

Emyr Huws

Club: Wigan (Now Huddersfield Town)
Position: Central Midfielder
Apps (Goals): 0(0) - 18(5)

Wigan boss Gary Caldwell showed little interest in incorporating Emyr
Huws into his plans for the season despite the technically-gifted
midfielder looking like an obvious fit for Caldwell's possession-oriented
style of football. After moving to Huddersfield in a loan swap deal
involving striker Jordy Hiwula, Huws has made an impact on the
Championship side's season, pretty much becoming the side's key player
for his passing and set-piece ability. It's a bit of a mystery really why
Wigan were seemingly so keen to offload him, in return Hiwula has
scored two league goals having been used in just nine games.

Sam Morsy
The one star from Chesterfield's run to the play-offs last season not to be
sold off, there was pressure on Sam Morsy to lead the Spireites in what
looked set to be a challenging campaign. Promoted to captain, Morsy
has interpreted his role to be as a warrior-leader, picking up a
remarkable 11 bookings already this season. Morsy's hot-headedness
can undermine the other gifts that he brings to the side, mainly his
excellent range of passing. With his contract running out at the end of
the season, there is already speculation linking him away from the
Derbyshire club in January which would be a significant blow to their
survival hopes. Club: Chesterfield

Position: Central Midfielder
Apps (Goals): 23(3)



Ones To Watch - How Are They Doing?
Billy Clarke

Club: Bradford City
Position: Attacking Midfielder/Striker

Apps (Goals): 11(2)

Billy Clarke's arrival at Bradford last season injected some much-needed
subtlety into their otherwise one-dimensional style of play under Phil
Parkinson. Quick of mind and feet, Clarke's presence in the final third
makes Bradford much harder to defend against than they would
otherwise be. A spell on the sidelines for much of the early part of the
season threatened to derail Bradford in a season where a bumper home
crowd were expected to roar the Bantams onto promotion. His return
helped Bradford inject life back into their campaign and if they are to
kick-on and get into the play-off chase, Clarke's continued excellence
will be vital for them.

Joe Gormley
Hit with a season-ending injury early in the campaign, Joe 'the Goal'
Gormley must be feeling very frustrated not only that the opportunity to
make a name for himself in English football in his first season has gone
away but that in his absence, Peterborough have been creating and
scoring an inordinate amount of goals. Gormley had shown some
promising signs early on without ever getting on the score-sheet but he
was playing in Dave Robertson's dour Peterborough team rather than
Grant McCann/Graham Westley's more enterprising one. Whether
Gormley could have made an impact in a more attacking side is
unknown, in his stead the previously goal-shy Conor Washington has
made hay.

Club: Peterborough United
Position: Striker

Apps (Goals): 4(0)

Jamie Murphy

Club: Sheffield United (Now Brighton)
Position: Winger/Attacking Midfielder

Apps (Goals): 1(0) - 18(3)

The departure of the influential Jamie Murphy to Brighton in the
summer has undoubtedly left Sheffield United off for the worse this
season. Without him in the side, the Blades have been largely dour and
lacking in ideas going forward, relying on scrappy goals and set-pieces
to keep their ailing promotion bid going. Murphy has played a fairly
important role for Brighton in their unlikely chase for promotion,
providing his usual trickery and evasiveness in a wide position. It's a far
cry from the difficult start to life in English football that the Scot made a
few seasons ago.

Tom Bradshaw
Tom Bradshaw has shown this season that his goal tally last time out
was no fluke. The forward once went nearly two whole years without
scoring ago when with Shrewsbury but ever since making the move to
Walsall 18 months ago has looked like one of the finest strikers outside
the top two divisions. Bradshaw's contribution to Walsall's excellent
season has been less noticeable than it was in a fairly dire side last
season as he now has competition for centre-stage at the club with the
likes of Rico Henry, Milan Lalkovic and Romaine Sawyers.
Nonetheless, this has been another excellent season for Bradshaw which
could end with promotion and a trip to Euro 2016 with Wales. Club: Walsall

Position: Striker
Apps (Goals): 21(9)



Reice Charles-Cook

Ryan Haynes Reda Johnson

Apps (Goals): 18(0)
League: 16(0)

First Appearance:
Rochdale 11/08/15
Last Appearance:
Crewe Alexandra 02/01/16

Apps (Goals): 9(0)
League: 7(0)

First Appearance:
Burton Albion 06/09/15
Last Appearance:
Crewe Alexandra 02/01/16

Apps (Goals): 12(2)
League: 12(2)

First Appearance:
Wigan Athletic 08/08/15
Last Appearance:
Blackpool 17/10/15

Score: 6/10

Score: 7/10Score: 6/10

Despite some performing adequately for the team since his
return from his post-Worcester red card wilderness last
February, the large majority of fans are unable to trust in
Lee Burge. It's a classic case of confirmation bias, every
mistake is pored over while his better moments are ignored.

Some of the criticism is justifiable, particularly his poor
kicking ability, but overall he's a perfectly adequate keeper
at this level. Having looked nervy but without making any
serious game-costing errors, Lee Burge will feel that he is
unlucky to now find himself out of the team. He will have to
wait patiently for an opportunity to prove his doubters
wrong.

Lee Burge
Apps (Goals): 10(0)
League: 9(0)

First Appearance:
Wigan Athletic 08/08/15
Last Appearance:
Northampton Town 07/11/15

Score: 5/10

Supremely confident, Reice Charles-Cook began his stint as
first-choice goalkeeper with supreme ease, breaking the
club's all-time clean sheet record before conceding his first
goal. Tall with sharp reflexes and freakishly good for a
goalkeeper with the ball at his feet, Reice Charles-Cook has
more than enough to develop into an outstanding keeper.

Having made a series of errors which cost the team points in
early December, the youngster is now having to prove that
he is worth persisting through this tough period for him.
With promotion at stake heading into the final few months of
the campaign, there will be little patience for rookie
mistakes. He has to mature fast.

With Chris Stokes having pretty much cemented the first-
choice left-back slot, Ryan Haynes has been used mainly as
a substitute and mainly out of position, until he was given a
run in the side over the past few games and acquitted
himself fairly well.

In contrast to the explosive start to life in a Coventry City
shirt he made at the start of last season, it has been about
patience as he looks develop the defensive side of his game.
He'll probably struggle to force his way into the starting
line-up before the end of the campaign but he appears to be
developing into a more well-rounded defender which will
make him a better player in the long-run.

Just when we thought that maybe we had found a way to
manage Reda Johnson's injury problems effectively, he
suffered his worse one for the club yet. Now out for the rest
of the season, there is a gaping hole in our defence that we
have struggled fill.

Being a six foot four and almost equally as wide helped
Reda but above all else, his charisma made him such a vital
player in this team. He turned every game into a big event,
his every action was dramatic and it thus raised the game of
others around him. He had his faults as a defender for sure,
but his confidence just about conquered everything.



Aaron Phillips

Sam Ricketts Chris Stokes

Apps (Goals): 17(0)
League: 14(0)

First Appearance:
Wigan Athletic 08/08/15
Last Appearance:
Crewe Alexandra 02/01/16

Apps (Goals): 27(1)
League: 24(1)

First Appearance:
Wigan Athletic 08/08/15
Last Appearance:
Crewe Alexandra 02/01/16

Apps (Goals): 27(0)
League: 25(0)

First Appearance:
Wigan Athletic 08/08/15
Last Appearance:
Crewe Alexandra 02/01/16

Score: 6/10

Score: 7/10Score: 7/10

Aaron Martin has been a man transformed this season, from
third-choice central defender who few would have been sad
to see leave to one of our better performers. An injury to
Jordan Willis saw him slot back into the back four and he
returned as a more steady and calm presence than he had
been before.

As his confidence has grown over the past few months, he
has been capable of doing things he simply wouldn't have
tried last season. Covering the backline with perfectly timed
tackles, winning most of his headers and even being able to
play the ball out with his feet. One of the biggest
beneficiaries of this side's confidence this season.

Aaron Martin
Apps (Goals): 21(1)
League: 18(0)

First Appearance:
Rochdale 11/08/15
Last Appearance:
Port Vale 26/12/15

Score: 7/10

If there's one word to describe Aaron Phillips then it's
'unlucky'. Ever since first breaking into the team over two
years ago, injuries and managerial whims have prevented
him from establishing himself as first-choice. When he has
played, he's either been looking to play himself into form or
making rookie mistakes.

Leaving aside the three penalties he's given away this
season, he has been quietly impressive. He's starting to win
more of his defensive battles and he is probably the best full-
back going forward who has played for us this season. Still
yet to nail down that starting spot but he's finally looking to
be making progress.

There were doubts over the merits of signing a veteran
defender to be our captain after a difficult previous season
for him. A full-back who had been converted into a centre-
back due to losing his pace, it wasn't obvious that Sam
Ricketts would be a good signing for us.

In 90 minutes against Wigan he showed just how much he
still had to offer. Ricketts' experience both calmed down our
defending and provided a reading of the game that prevented
Wigan from playing through us. He has been on the decline
in recent months but you can tell from the players' body
language in games what an influential leader he is regardless
of his performance level.

The jury was still out when Chris Stokes was signed in the
summer. Although he had performed adequately during his
loan spell, there looked to be limitations to his game that a
pre-season fitness regime wouldn't solve. Stokes though has
improved his game to a level I didn't think possible on
watching him around six months ago.

There are still clear limitations to his game, his lack of pace
can be exposed by opponents and he can break moves down
with his lack of confidence in his final ball but Stokes hasn't
let his limitations defeat him. That mental resilience is
crucial for a defender and that is why he has remained first-
choice this season.



Jordan Willis

Gael Bigirimana Joe Cole

Apps (Goals): 4(0)
League: 4(0)

First Appearance:
Wigan Athletic 08/08/15
Last Appearance:
Walsall 22//08/15

Apps (Goals): 5(0)
League: 5(0)

First Appearance:
Gillingham 21/11/15
Last Appearance:
Crewe Alexandra 02/01/16

Apps (Goals): 7(1)
League: 7(1)

First Appearance:
Rochdale 20/10/15
Last Appearance:
Crewe Alexandra 02/01/16

Score: 5/10

Score: 6/10Score: 6/10

There shouldn't have been any doubting Ben Turner's
quality when the news emerged that he was re-signing for
the club on a temporary basis. A man mountain when he left
the club for a pittance four years ago, a man mountain upon
his return, the only thing that changed was the design of the
shirt he was playing in.

Even though it was clear that he was only going to be here
for a short period, to lose him prematurely to a cruel injury
was a bitter blow to take. Similar to Reda Johnson, although
more controlled in his play, both have been held back from
much better things thanks to injuries.

Ben Turner
Apps (Goals): 5(1)
League: 5(1)

First Appearance:
Gillingham 21/11/15
Last Appearance:
Oldham Athletic 19/12/15

Score: 7/10

A big injury early into the season has halted Jordan Willis'
progress but it may prove beneficial for him to spend a spell
on the sidelines. Clearly out of position as a right-back, you
would hope that Willis will have spent the time out focusing
on how he can establish himself at centre-half.

Now that we have options at full-back, Willis looks more
likely to get his chance when he returns to fitness at centre-
back, although that could change depending on our January
transfer activity. Given how solid we've been in general at
the back since his injury, it's going to be hard for him to
break back into the side. Let's not forget though what a talent
he is.

Having won his big move to Newcastle United after being
one of the few players to emerge from our Championship
relegation season, Bigi returned to the club having barely
played first-team football for the past two years. There was
intrigue to see Bigi's progress since leaving the club, even
though he had arrived as midfield back-up.

There have been good and bad moments in the few
appearances he has made thus far. He's competitive, has a
good positional sense and can distribute the ball calmly,
although he is also prone to giving the ball away sloppy on
occasion. A high calibre back-up to either John Fleck or
Romain Vincelot should his stay be extended.

The excitement of his arrival and early appearances has been
tempered by fitness issues but none of that can deny that Joe
Cole is actually playing for this football club. He is a
walking endorsement of Tony Mowbray's management of
this football team, signalling our intentions both in terms of
the style of football and direction we want to go in.

On the pitch, his quality has shone through intermittently
despite looking off-the-pace at times or perplexed at overly
physical challenges opponents are putting in. His set-piece
delivery has been the strongest element of his game thus far,
probably because it doesn't involve running. Looks to have
lost his legs but can still be an influential player at this level.



Ryan Kent

Ruben Lameiras Ivor Lawton

Apps (Goals): 17(1)
League: 17(1)

First Appearance:
Scunthorpe United 12/09/15
Last Appearance:
Crewe Alexandra 02/01/16

Apps (Goals): 21(1)
League: 18(1)

First Appearance:
Wigan Athletic 08/08/15
Last Appearance:
Port Vale 26/12/15

Apps (Goals): 1(0)
League: 0(0)

First Appearance:
Yeovil Town 06/10/15
Last Appearance:
Yeovil Town 06/10/15

Score: 6/10

Score: n/aScore: 7/10

This season has seen John Fleck return to the standards he
set two seasons ago. Whereas last year he looked content to
be passive, he has looked like he wants to take charge of
games this time round. Playing in a confident, winning team
has helped him immensely but it does appear that he has
upped his desire to be a good player this season.

We are now seeing Fleck take up more advanced positions
on the pitch and even getting into areas where he can shoot
on goal, a rarity even when he was last at his peak. Almost
every area of Fleck's game has improved this season and
Tony Mowbray deserves immense credit for getting that out
of him.

John Fleck
Apps (Goals): 24(2)
League: 22(2)

First Appearance:
Wigan Athletic 08/08/15
Last Appearance:
Crewe Alexandra 02/01/16

Score: 8/10

After the excitement that we had loaned someone who was
supposedly one of Liverpool's most talented youth-team
players, the backlash against Ryan Kent was swift. A player
who regularly tries the extra bit of skill before attempting to
produce an end product, for many, Kent is seen as a luxury
player and not a match-winner.

His talent is definitely raw as he learns the difference
between under-21 football and men's football. From looking
like a show pony at first, he is starting to realise just what
impact his pace and skill on the ball have on the game. He's
getting closer and closer to being a devastating player at this
level, which is why his Liverpool recall is perplexing.

Having started the season so well, Ruben Lameiras' form
suffered after the injury to James Maddison. As a
lightweight, fleet-footed attacking midfielder, Lameiras has
a habit of over-elaborating on the ball which can make it
difficult for him to get into games at this level of football.

His quality has shown at times, even without his best friend
in the team. Lameiras has a bewitching way of playing
through balls which catches defences off balance and is
especially effective when Murphy or Armstrong is running
onto those passes. With a little patience, he'll be able to
make more of an impact more often over the next 18 months
of his contract.

Mr Coventry City but denied a chance to compete for first-
team football this season with an early season-ending injury.
With Tony Mowbray having cautiously handed him a one-
year deal last summer, the worry for Lawton must be that
this injury could set him back so far that he'll never get
another chance to make it at this football club.

This season was an excellent opportunity for him to learn
that tough-tackling midfielder role from Romain Vincelot.
With any luck, he'll get another chance next season to make
up for lost time.



Bryn Morris

Jacob Murphy Jim O'Brien

Apps (Goals): 6(0)
League: 5(0)

First Appearance:
Wigan Athletic 08/08/15
Last Appearance:
Rochdale 20/10/15

Apps (Goals): 25(9)
League: 23(8)

First Appearance:
Millwall 15/08/15
Last Appearance:
Crewe Alexandra 02/01/16

Apps (Goals): 25(2)
League: 22(2)

First Appearance:
Wigan Athletic 08/08/15
Last Appearance:
Crewe Alexandra 02/01/16

Score: 5/10

Score: 8/10Score: 8/10

The boy wonder who looked the real deal at the start of the
season, being the architect of our searingly wonderful style
of play in those opening few games. A nasty injury early in
the season forced Tony Mowbray to alter the team's style of
play, there simply isn't another James Maddison knocking
around available for a League One side to pick up.

Evasive, intelligent and completely confident in his own
abilities, he raises the quality of the team by a good 50%
through his inclusion. Even at just 19 years old and with less
than 20 appearances for the club, he has proven that he is far
too good for this level. Destined for much bigger things, let's
hope he can drag us up with him.

James Maddison
Apps (Goals): 9(2)
League: 8(2)

First Appearance:
Wigan Athletic 08/08/15
Last Appearance:
Crewe Alexandra 02/01/16

Score: 8/10

A slightly perplexing signing in the summer when we really
needed attacking players and instead brought someone in a
back-up midfield player. Well-regarded at Middlesbrough
and an England youth-team captain but quite some distance
from the finished article.

One word to describe Morris would be 'tidy', he liked to play
one or two-touch football but didn't really drive forward with
the ball or add physicality to the centre of the park. If we
were a Swansea-style side he would have been useful but
Morris will have to add an extra element to his game to
succeed at first-team level.

Very early into his Coventry City career, Murphy was seen
as another show pony who wouldn't put a shift in for the
team and would over-elaborate in the final third. As Murphy
has been integrated into the team after his late summer
arrival, he has become one of our stand-out players this
season.

His turn of pace is unstoppable at times and he can really
deliver the goods when he's at the very top of his game. Has
a habit of fading in and out of games but that has become
less of the case as the season has progressed. Clearly
benefiting from Tony Mowbray's management, you can
make a case for him being the best winger in this division.

There's a sense that Tony Mowbray doesn't quite rate Jim
O'Brien as highly as the fans do. Yet O'Brien has responded
excellently to those doubts and has forced himself into being
a key player for the side through sheer willpower and
determination.

O'Brien really drives the team forward at time with his
work-rate and flashes of genuine skill. When in full flow,
O'Brien combines effort and effervescence which can blow
defenders away. He seems to be at his best when the
intensity of a game is high and he doesn't have the time on
the ball to second guess himself, as several of his wonderful
through-balls this season have demonstrated.



Romain Vincelot

Adam Armstrong Lateef Elford-Alliyu

Apps (Goals): 26(3)
League: 25(3)

First Appearance:
Wigan Athletic 08/08/15
Last Appearance:
Crewe Alexandra 02/01/16

Apps (Goals): 22(16)
League: 22(16)

First Appearance:
Wigan Athletic 08/08/15
Last Appearance:
Crewe Alexandra 02/01/16

Apps (Goals): 2(0)
League: 0(0)

First Appearance:
Yeovil Town 06/10/15
Last Appearance:
Northampton Town 07/11/15

Score: 9/10

Score: n/aScore: 9/10

It's getting harder and harder to see how Conor Thomas can
force himself into the starting line-up these days. Not only
have John Fleck and Romain Vincelot formed a midfield
partnership which is the cornerstone of this side but it still
seems like he is unsure about what his strengths are as a
footballer.

Contrary to what the peculiarly vindictive criticism of him
would suggest, the talent is there in absolute spades. His
performance against Northampton demonstrated just why he
is such a frustrating player, despite playing some wonderful
cross-field passes, he only gave the ball away whenever he
was in the final third, suggesting a mental fragility.

Conor Thomas
Apps (Goals): 5(0)
League: 3(0)

First Appearance:
Burton Albion 06/09/15
Last Appearance:
Colchester United 14/11/15

Score: 4/10

It shouldn't have been surprising really that all it took was to
bring in a tough-tackling defensive midfielder into the side
to make us into a more cohesive unit. Vincelot has been one
of our most important players, providing the platform in
midfield to allow our forward players to make an impact.

It hasn't just been his tactical role in the team that has made
him so vital, it's his mentality as well, his clear desire to win
games. That particularly came to the fore in our comeback
against Peterborough where he was everywhere in the
second-half. It's been a refreshing change to see a player at
this football club who wants to win as badly as Romain
Vincelot does.

It was alarming prior to the start of the season that our
primary goal threat was an 18 year-old loan player with a
handful of first-team appearances, and no goals, to his name.
Ever since that two-goal debut, Adam Armstrong has shown
that actually he is rather good as our primary goal threat.

There have been times this season where he has looked far
too good for this level of football, scoring from the type of
half-chances that wouldn't exist for any of other League One
striker. There have been a few dry spells which may have
suggested to his parent club Newcastle that he's best off
refining his game with us for the rest of the campaign rather
than being asked to step up a level or two.

A curious signing in the summer, a player who had never
really made an impact in English football but who had
scored loads in Malta and impressed on trial. A short-term
contract for Elford-Alliyu was a low risk gamble to see
whether he could produce something back in England but
mainly, he's been here to make up the numbers.

He has looked okay when he has played, a nippy striker but
just not quite good enough to really assert himself as even a
bench player for a side chasing promotion at this level. The
gamble didn't come off but the stakes were pretty low.



Bassala Sambou

George Thomas Marcus Tudgay

Apps (Goals): 1(0)
League: 0(0)

First Appearance:
Northampton Town 07/11/15
Last Appearance:
Northampton Town 07/11/15

Apps (Goals): 6(0)
League: 4(0)

First Appearance:
Wigan Athletic 08/08/15
Last Appearance:
Fleetwood Town 10/10/15

Apps (Goals): 15(3)
League: 13(2)

First Appearance:
Rochdale 11/08/15
Last Appearance:
Chesterfield 28/12/15

Score: 6/10Score: 6/10

Having so recently been a Premier League striker, Marc-
Antoine Fortuné's signing seemed impressive when the news
first came through. Seen as the missing piece in the jig-saw,
a physical striker who could bring others into the game,
what Fortuné has delivered has been below expectations.

There have been times when he's played very well for us but
it seems he requires a specific opponent to play against to be
effective. Teams are usually fairly happy knowing Fortuné
has the ball rather than our other forward players who
present an actual goal threat. There is a role for him to play
this season but it's unlikely to be as a regular starter.

Marc-Antoine Fortuné
Apps (Goals): 15(2)
League: 14(2)

First Appearance:
Burton Albion 06/09/15
Last Appearance:
Chesterfield 28/12/15

It's very early days for Bassala Sambou but he looks to be a
very promising prospect. Having fired the under-18 side
through the early rounds of the FA Youth Cup, Sambou was
rewarded with a substitute appearance in the FA Cup against
Northampton in November.

The striker is still to fill out physically but there were
promising signs as he battled against grizzled veteran lower
league players. There is a long way to go before we can even
talk about Sambou being in contention at first-team level.
We should be wary of expecting too much too soon from
him and let him develop in his own time.

Over the past 12 months, George Thomas has been on the
fringes of the first-team, making increasingly impressive
cameos from the bench all the while. Now back from a loan
spell at Yeovil Town where he played okay in a side
struggling at the bottom of League Two, George Thomas
has picked up some important first-team experience.

As his involvement in the winning goal at Fleetwood
demonstrated, George Thomas' forward drive and energy
will make him an effective player for us in the near future.
Still not quite at the stage where he should be concerned
about not pushing for a starting spot but could prove to be
useful at some stage this season..

After an indifferent first season at the club, Marcus Tudgay
has shown, when allowed to this season, that he can be
useful player for the team. A fairly intelligent forward whose
inclusion brings others into the game, his lack of a goal
threat limits his impact to when we're looking to see out
victories and Mowbray doesn't want to put Fortuné on.

If we want to win promotion, Mowbray might want to add
another striker to the picture which will leave Tudgay and
Fortuné competing for one spot on the bench. Unless he
really adds some goals to his game at age 32, he's going to
struggle to get onto the pitch regularly for the final few
months of his contract here..



Stats

League

25

24

25

27

27

26

Overall

Chris Stokes

Sam Ricketts

Romain Vincelot

Appearances

League

16

8

3

16

9

3

Overall

Adam Armstrong

Jacob Murphy

Romain Vincelot

Goals

23Marcus Tudgay

League

7

6

2

7

6

3

Overall

Jim O'Brien

Jacob Murphy

John Fleck

Assists



Most Used Team

Charles-Cook

PhillipsStokes

Martin Ricketts

Fleck Vincelot

O'Brien LameirasMurphy

Armstrong



Players Of The Season Thus Far







Will We Win Promotion?



The Case Against





The Case For





In Closing...






